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First-Half M&A Down by 28%

The number of M&A (merger and
acquisition) deals done in the EMS
industry decreased in the first half of
20 19 versus the year-earlier period.
According to A4R47's count, 10 M&A
transactions closed in the EMS industry
during the first six months of the year,
down from 14 in the first half of 2018
(Chart i). That's a decrease of 28%. If
deal making continues at this pace in
the second half, then 2019 will go down
as the dullest year for industry M&A
since 2009.

While M&A has been virtually flat
since 2017, current activity has been
fueled by corporatious' quest for
growth. Rather than spin their wheels
trying to do it all intemally, it's easier to
buy another company' s existing
products, profits, and market share. The
availability of debt financing at
historically low financing rates is also a
boon for M&A activity, especially in
the healthcare and tech sectors. In the
tech sector, it's large organizations that
are using their significant liquid assets
to continue buying up the products and
intellectual property of their smaller
competitors.

As the EMS business endeavors to
adapt to the high growth since 2017,
numerous lnid-level providers are
hoping to discover fabricating resources
that can legitimately influence their
main financial concerns. This frequently
includes poaching fragile and smaller
EMS organizations within comparable
markets and client groupings.

Very few opportunities are
left for top-tier EMS
companies except among
OEM firms wishing to divest
themselves of their
manufacturing property, very
few possibilities are left for
top-tier EMS firs.

First-halftransactiouswere
up from a year earlier in one
out of five categories tracked
in last year's analysis of the
period (Chart 2, p. 2). Service
or supply chain extension
type deals continued to be by
far the most popular type of
M&A transaction During the
first half, six such deals went
through, equal to the six
transactions that closed in the
year-earlier period.

Fewer providers were
interested in buying a
competitor operation than in
acquiring a capability.
During a period of weak
demand when growth is hard
to come by, acquiringthe
revenue and customers of a
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competitor can do wonders for the top line. By
contrast, capability deals may be less attractive when
demand is soft if they don't add a significant amount
Of revenue. And, as said earlier, clients frequently
curtail capability requests in a weaker market
environment rather than make new demands.

The six capabilities deals that closed in the first half
of 2019 include East West Manufacturing acquiring
General Microcircuits; Varitron acquiring
XCELSIA; Pace Electronics acquiring Peter Parts;
Westshore Design acquiring Petra EMS; Dixon
Technologies acquiring Padget Hlectronics; and
Sc anfil acquiring Hasec-Electronik
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Chart 2: Deal Breakdown for the First Half 2019
versus the First Half 2018
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Acquiring an EMS operation of
another provider was the second most
popular type of M&A transaction.
During the first half, three such deals
went through, half the number of
transactions that had closed in the year-
earlier period.

As has been written here before,
these deals can offer geographic
expansion, complementary customers,
diversification, more revenue, increased
capacity, and additional capabilities.
Depending on the buyer's needs, one or
more of these benefits will act as
motivation for a deal.

For example, the largest of the first-
half CM operation purchases was by
Kitron, which  acquired API
Technologies for S 15 . 9 million in cash.
The transaction will significantly
strengthen Kitron' s position in the US
market, particularly within the defense
industry. Important customers have
wanted Kitron to expand its presence in
the US, and this is a great opportunity
for it to do so. In addition, Compass
Electronics Group (CEG) has
acquired Protech Global So]utions.
Protech's offerings are expected to
become a key component of the full-
service solution CEG provides for
cormected device OEMs. Protech also
provides in-house engineering services,
including new product introduction, test
development services, and product
design assistance. The company
operates facilities in EI Paso, Texas and
Ciudad Julrez, Mexico, which include 6
full SMr lines and nearly 100,000
squLare feet combined.
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Chart 3: First-Half Consolidation Deals Over Time
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VirTex acquired US-based Circuit
Technology ("Cirtech"). Cirtech
extends VirTex' s geographic reach
further into the northeast aerospace and
defense corridor, enhancing its
relationships with key military
customers. Cirtech also brings expertise
in flex board production to the VirTex
platfom, which will be beneficial for its
existing customers. Adding Cirtech to the
VirTex platform enhances the services
and capabilities on offer to both Cirtech's
and VirTex's existing customers.

Six of the acquisitions of EMS
operations resulted in the loss of an
independent EMS provider, defined as
consolidation. So out of the six
acquisitions of EMS activities, all were
consolidation deals. An equal number of
consolidation deals occurred in the first
half of 2018. Still, first-half consolidation
activity has fluctuated considerably over
the last 16 years (Chart 3, above).

ObviouslyO more providers were
interested in capability deals during a
period of strong demand, as customers
ask for new capabilities to be provided.
Only one other category inJ\4n4T' s
system for classifying deals was
represented in the first half of 2019. One
new player emerged, taking over a
previously vacant 18,483 -square-foot,
three-story facility. No OEMs divested
OEM operations and no OEMs sold off
EMS units. In the year-earlier period,
there were two transactions in the OEM
divesting an EMS unit category (Chart
2).

OEM divestitures peaked in popularity
at the turn of the century, but have fallen
out of favor for the most part in the EMS
industry.

Of the 10 transactions closed in the first
half, seven resulted in the purchase
of a North American operation; one
targeted operations in the EREA
a3urope/Middle East/Africa) region; one
called for the acquisition of a unit in Asia;
and one new player staned its operation in
North America. None added operations in
more than one region (Chart 4, p. 3). The
number of deals done was higher in North
America but decreased for the EREA
region by 80% compared with the first half
of 2018. Multiregion deals have remained
stagnant since the year-earlier period, when
there were also none (Chart 5).

Or course, there are alternatives to
making an acquisition when a provider
needs to add a capability or expand its
geographic reach. The provider can
form an alliance, take a minority stake
in a partner, or enter into ajoint venture.
Such partnerships can also give a
company access to technology that it
covets. During the first half, providers
made three such arrangements, the same
number as in the year-ago period (Charts 6
and 7). Partnerships may save money, but
they' re no substitute for a fully integrated
operation.

Over the years, providers have entered
into alliances with engineering firms to
jointly offer design and manufacturing. The
first half of 20 19 was different, with EMS
player NOTE and UNIPOWER partnering
to expand design-led opportunities. The two
companies have been collaborating since
2012, and NOTE has manufactured power
products and systems for UNIPOWER.
Annual sales are expected to be about
SEK25 million (€2. 34 million).



Chart 4: Percentage of Deals by Target's Region

Another familiar strategy is to find
a partner that will provide you with
manufacturing in a region that you
want to enter. During the first six
months, one EMS company formed a
partnership with this goal in mind: EMS
provider TT Electronics allied with
Protek Power. This new agreement will
align TT Electronics ' sales organizations
more closely with Protek's R&D and
manufacturing in order to grow sales of
current products as well as define future
product platforms.

Edjtor 's #o/e : First-half 20 19 statistics
published here should be treated as
preliminary. It is possible thatA4h4T will
discover additional first-half transactions
after this article is published. Also, be
advised that this analysis excludes private
equity deals as well as divestitures by
EMS providers, unless the operations
sold are retained within the EMS
industry.

Multiregion

Someoltar_ter_ly_Results
Jal]il, Inc. (NYSE: JBL). For the third

quarter Of fiscal year 2019, net revenue
increased to se.1 billion. Specifically,
the Electronics Manufacturing Services
(EMS) segment revenues increased
26%, primarily due to (1) a 9% increase
in revenues from new customers within
its cloud business, (2) a 9% increase in
revenues from existing customers within
its industrial and energy business, (3) an
8% increase in revenues from customers
within its networking and
telecommunications business, and (4) a
6% increase in revenues from existing
customers within its print and retail
business. The increase is partially offiet
by a 6% decrease from existing
customers within its computing and
storage business and capital equipment
business, which it expects to remain
weak into the second half of calendar
year 2020. Diversified Manufacturing
Services OMS) segment revenues

Chart 6: EMS Industry Alliances, Equity
Partnerships, and Joint Ventures
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decreased 6% due to a 15%
decrease in revenues from
customers within its mobility
business as a result of decreased end
user product demand, which the
company expects to remain weak
for the balance of the fiscal year.
The decrease was partially offset by
a 9% increase in revenues from
existing customers in its healthcare
business.

For the three months ended May
31, 2019, gross profit for its DMS
segment increased as a percentage
of net revenue due to improved
profitability across the various
businesses. This increase was offset
by a decrease in gross profit as a
percentage of net revenue in its
EMS segment due to continued
weakness in the capital equipment
business and ramp-up costs
associated with new business
awards.

Chart 7: First-Half M&A versus Partnerships

Partnerships



During fiscal year 2018, Jabil and
Johnson & Johnson Medical Devices
Companies ("JJMD") entered into a
Framework Agreement to form a
strategic collaboration and expand their
existing relationship. On February 25,
2019 and April 29, 2019, under the
terms of the Framework Agreement,
Jabil completed the initial closing and
second closing, respectively, of its
acquisition of certain assets of JJMD.
The preliminary aggregate purchase
price paid for both the initial closing and
second closing was approximately
S 153 .2 million in cash, which remains
subject to certain post-closing
adjustments. The acquisition of the
JJMD assets has been accounted for as a
business combination using the
acquisition method of accounting.

Plems OrASDAQ: PLXS) announced
financial results for its fiscal third
quarter ended June 29, 2019, repordng
quarterly revenue of $800 million.
During 3Q2019, Plexus won 23
manufacturing programs representing
$227 million in annualized revenue
when fully ramped into production.
Trailing fourth-quartermanufacturing
wins total $93 8 million in annualized
revenue when fully ramped into
production. Plexus purchased $44.4
million of its shares at an average price
of $56.61 per share under its existing
share repurchase program.

Plems is guiding fiscal fourth-quarter
revenue in the range of $760 million to
$800 million. The company expects
continued improvement in operating
performance and, as a result, is guiding
GAAP EPS in the range of $0.81 to
$0.91.

SigmaTron Intemational, Inc.
OrASDAQ: SGMA) net sales increased
for the three-month period ended
January 31, 2019 to $68,852,050 from
$65,73 3 ,723 for the three-month period
ended January 31, 2018. Sales volume
increased for the three-month period
ended January 31, 2019 compared to the
prior year in the consumer electronics,
industrial electronics, and medical/life
science marketplaces. Sales volume
increased for the nine-month period
ended January 31, 2019 as compared to
the prior year in the consumer
electronics, industrial electronics, and
medical/life science marketplaces.
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Sales in the first nine months
increased due to increasing demand
from existing and new customers. Gross
profit dollars decreased during the
three-month period ended January 3 I,
2019 to $5,529,120 or 8.0% of net sales
compared to $5,897,340 or 9.0% of net
sales for the same period in the prior
fiscal year. Net income decreased to a
loss of $595,526 for the three-month
period ended January 31, 2019
compared to net income of $31,3 3 8 for
the same period in the prior fiscal year.

During the first nine months of fiscal
year 2019, cash flow used in operating
activities was primarily the result of an
increase in accounts receivable in the
amount of $2,918,694, an increase in
inventory of $8,487,234, a decrease in
accrued expenses and wages of
$619,335,andthereportednetloss.
The increase in accounts receivable is
the result of increased sales and the
timing of payments. The increase in
inventory is primarily the result of soft
demand by one of the company's
largest customers. Discussions are
under way with the customer and
SigmaTron expects a positive resolution
by the end of the fourth fiscal quarter of
2019.  Cash flow used in operating
activities was partially offset by the
result of an increase in accounts
payable.

The continuing trade dispute between
the United States and China has
negatively impacted SigmaTron' s
results. Customers continue to miss
projections, with many of them linking
their reduced requirements to the trade
dispute and associated tariffs. The
tariffs impact cash flow, increase
overhead costs, and continue to drive
customers to look at altemative supply
chain solutions, which creates
inefficiencies.  The trade war has
created significant uncertainty
regarding short-term plans with the
company' s customers on items such as
new program launches. In conjunction
with the issues associated with the trade
war with China, the new Mexican
administration did increase the
nationwide compensation structure/
minimum wage effective January I,
2019. This change created some short-
term increased costs and will continue
to have a negative effect on the
company' s cost structure. SigmaTron

has addressed these issues and required
price increases where necessary with
customers. Some discussions are
complete and others are expected to be
complete in the fourth fiscal quarter of
2019.

Kitron ASA (OSE : KIT) reported
strong growth and record operating
earnings in the second quarter, led by the
Defence/Aerospace and Offshore/Marine
market sectors.

Kitron's revenue for the second quarter
was NOK860 million, an increase of 29
percent compared to last year. Organic
growth, excluding the acquisition of the
EMS division of API Technoloties
Corp., was 19 percent.

The order backlog ended at NOK1,453
million, an increase of 44 percent
compared to last year. Organic order
backlog growth, excluding the API
acquisition, was 28 percent.

Profitability expressed as EBIT margin
was 6.6 percent in the second quarter,
compared to 6.8 percent in the same
quarter last year.

Net working capital increased by 55
percent compared to the same quarter last
year, to NOK933 million. The increase is
primarily related to the deliberate and
temporary inventory buildup to avoid
supply disruptions in the face of
previously reported electronic
components shortages. This situation is
now improving. The number of
components on allocation are reduced by
half compared to the peak in the third
quarter of 20 18 and supplier lead times
have a similar development but are still
above the levels before the allocation
situation. For 2019, Kitron expects
revenue to grow between NOK 3,200 and
NOK3 ,400 million. Earnings in value are
above the previous outlook, though the
EBIT margin is expected to be between
5.9 and 6.3 percent.

Stronger growth than expected due to a
ramp-up of customers is temporarily
driving inefficiency in existing facilities.
Start-up Of the Polish facility is also
expected to affect margins. Kitron
expects the margin challenges to be
resolved as it moves into 2020. Growth is
primarily driven by the acquisition of the
EMS division of API Technologies Corp.
and growth for customers in the
Defence/Aerospace, Industry, and
Offshore/Marine sectors.
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Company News

Jabil Files Lawsuit
Alleging Theft of 3D
Printer Design

Jabil says it created an ultra-fast 3D
printer, investing millions, only to have
three former employees and a former
contractor steal the design, according to
reports.

In June, Jabil filed a lawsuit against
Essentium and former Jabil staff
members Erik Gjovik, Greg Ojeda,
William Jack "Teny" MacNeish Ill, and
Lars Uffhausen. Uffhausen, Gjovik, and
MacNeish are identified as Essentium
cofounders and current executives.
Ojeda, an Essentium cofounder, is now
founder and CE0 of RapidNPI.

Jabil says it began creating Tenx, a
3D printer that could print 10 times
faster than other models on the market,
in 2014.
The firm's lawsuit says that, as early as
2016, Gjovik, Ojeda, and MacNeish
planned to use the designs, technology,
and vendors involved with Tenx to
launch their own company.

The four named in the suit reportedly
incorporated Essentium in early 20 18
and then launched the High-Speed
Extrusionprinterwithinmonths.

Sanmina Names Liebel
President, COO

Sanmina almounced that Harmut
Liebel hasjoined the company as
president and chief operating offlcer.

Liebel, 56, brings over 20 years of
experience in operational and financial
leadership roles in the technology
industry. He most recently served as
president and chief executive officer of
privately owned iQor, a leading global
provider of intelligent customer
interaction and product outsourcing
solutions.

Liebel previously spent over 10 years
at Jabil in various leadership roles,
including CEO of Aftermarket Services.
Liebel ' s portfolio of technology and
financial industry experience also
includes director of business
development at Artesyn Technologies;
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assistant treasurer at WR Grace; and
vice president, cunency and derivatives,
at Continental Bank.

Liebel has a bachelor' s in marketing
from Flagler College in Florida, and an
REA from the University of Notre
Dame, Mendoza College of Business in
Indiana. He is a CFA charter holder.

Plexus Finalizes Upgrades
to Worldwide Engineering
and NPI Sites

PLexus announced that the multiyear
renovation of its NPI and engineering
facilities has wrapped, with the
completion of work at its plant in
Livingston, Scotland.

The EMS company also received a
million-pound grant that will help boost
its local employment.

The renovation to the Livingston site
completes Plexus' s plan to expand and
upgrade all eight of its global
engineeringfacilities.

Plexus' s Engineering Solutions, rapid
prototypirig factory, and electrical and
mechanical laboratories are co-located in
this purpose-built facility. This col
location fosters a high level of
cooperation and an efficient way for
customers to access Plexus' s teams that
support the development of highly
complex products from conceptual
design to manufacturing.

Within the facility, Plexus continues to
further expand engineering services,
specifically within analog and digital
circuit design, mechanical modeling and
prototyping, industrial design, and
lnternet of things (IOT) platform
development.

Plexus has been awarded a f 1.07
million grant from Scottish Enterprise as
part of a £3 . 2 I nrillion R&D project
being undertaken by the company.

IEC Electronics Analysis
and Testing Lab Expands
Services for Defense
Logistics Agency

IEC Electronics Corp. announced
that it has expanded its services with the
Defense Logistics Agency ("DLA") as a

suitably equipped laboratory as part of
the agency' s Qualified Testing
Supplier List (QTSL).

The QTSL program maintains a list
of prequalified sources for certain
electronic components in which the
suppliers demonstrate accepted
mitigationpracticesandqunlity
assurance procedures consistent with
industry quality standards. The IEC lab
is now approved to perform the hEL-
STD-202 Test Method, which includes
environmental, physical, and electrical
tests for electronic and electrical
component parts. Many of these test
methods are used for authenticity and
reliability testing to verify the integrity
of electronic components.

Nordson Now Counts
Optical Control Among Its
TesVlnspection Stable

Nordson has acquired Optical
Control, a designer and developer of
automatic counting systems based on
x-ray technology.

The acquisition, terns of which were
not announced, is expected to expand
Nordson's electronics test and
inspection unit. The transaction is not
material to Nordson's financial results.

Nuremberg, Germany-based Optical
Control makes equipment for counting
components on reels, strips, and trays
and basic inspection in printed circuit
board manufacturing. It will become
part of the Nordson Electronic
Solutions product lines within
Nordson' s Advanced Technology
Systems segment, the company said in
amouncing the deal.

Foxconn to Build Factory
in Quang Ninh

Foxconn Vietnam is planning to
open a $40 million TV screen
component factory in Quang Ninh,
according to reports.

Some 3,000 staff are expected to
work at the site. The plant will span
100,000 square meters.

Foxconn has previously been tied to
major investments in Vietnam that did
not come to finition.



SAMI Signs Deal to Buy
EMS Firm AEC

Saudi Arabian Military
Industries (SAMI) has signed a term
sheet agreement to acquire 100%
ownership in Advanced Electronics
CO. (AEC).

SANI's investment in ABC for an
undisclosed sum comes as part of
SANI' s ongoing efforts aimed at
increasing local defense
manufacturing, in line with the
directives of the Saudi Vision 2030.

"Defense electronics is a mission-

critical element of the defense sector,
and the acquisition of AEC firmly
establishes SAM 's presence on the
global defense industry map.
Furthering our aspiratiorLs in the
sector, it will help us drive local
content and stimulate economic
growth," said H.E. Ahmed AI-
Khateeb, chairman of SANE.

Following the acquisition, AEC will
fomi the core of SAMI's OEM-
agnostic defense electronics and
indigenous defense technology
solutions business division. In
addition, the number of employees
will increase to 2,200.

Global IT Spending To
Be Nearly Flat in 2019

Gartner lowered its worldwide IT
spending outlook for the year to
$3 .74 trillion, citing a host of reasons
for uncertainty. The research firm
now expects sales to increase 0.6%
from 2018, down slightly from the
previous quarter' s forecast of 1.1 %
growth."Despite uncertainty fueled by

recession rumors, Brexit, trade wars
and tariffs, we expect IT spending to
remain flat in 2019," said John-David
Lovelock,  research vice president at
Gartner. "While there is great
variation in growth rates at the
country level, virtually all countries
tracked by Gartner will see growth in
2019.Despitetheongoingtariffwar,
North American IT spending is
forecast to grow 3 .7% in 2019, and IT
spending in China is expected to
grow 2.8%."
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"Although an economic downturn is not

the likely scenario for either 2019 or
2020, the risk is currently high enough
to warrant preparation and planning.
Technology general managers and
product managers should plan out
product mix and operational models
thatwilloptimallypositionproduct
portfolios in a downturn should one
occur."

The enterprise software market will
experience the strongest growth in
2019, reaching $457 I)illion, up 9°/o
from 2018. CIOs are continuing to
rebalance their technology portfolios,
shifting investments from on-premises
to off-premises capabilities, says the
research fim.

As cloud computing becomes
increasingly mainstream over the next
few years, it will influence greater
portions of enterprise IT decisions, in
particular system infrastructure. Prior to
2018, more of the cloud opportunity
had been in application software and
business process outsourcing. Over this
forecast period, it will expand to cover
additional application software
segments, including office suites,
content services, and collaboration
services.

"Spending in old technology

segments, like data center, will only
continue to be dropped," said Lovelock.

Globally, consumer spending as a
pereentage of total spend is dropping
every year in every region due to
saturation and commoditization,
especially with PCs, laptops, and tablet
devices. Cloud applications allow these
devices to have an extended life, with
less powerful equipment needed to run
new software. The devices market will
experience the strongest decline in
2019, down 4.3% to $682 billion.

Benchmark to Close Two
Sites, Lay Off 300
Workers

Benchmark Electronics will shutter
assembly sites in Son Jose and
Gunymas, Mexico by the end of March
2020 and lay off about 3% of its global
workforce.

Benchmark didn't specify how many
positions would be cut, but based on the

firm' s full-time headcount as of
December 3 1 , the total would be about
315. The company also employs about
1,500contractworkers.

The two sites make up 4% of
Benchmark' s global footprint of about 4
million square feet.

The sites combined serve fewer than
20 custoiners alid build products for a
variety of end markets. Customers are
expected to be moved into other
locations by the end of the first quarter
Of 2020.

The HMS firm will take restructuring
charges of $6 millionto $8 million, of
which $ 1 millionto $2 millionwill
occur in the current quarter.

Benchmark expects annualized
savings of approximately $5 ndllion
once the site closures are completed, as
repoltedbry Circuits Assembly.

Global Electronic Systems
Market to Grow 4°/o in
2019 to Nearly $2 Trillion

IC Insights forecasts that the 20 1 9
global electronic systems market will
grow 40/o to $ 1. 68 trillion. In contrast,
the worldwide semiconductor market is
expected to drop 12% this year to
$443 .8 billion after exceeding the $500
billion level for the first-time last year.

If the 2019 forecasts come to fruition,
the average semiconductor content in an
electronic system will drop to 26.4%
after setting a record of 31.1% last year.

With global unit shipments of cell
phones, automobiles, and PCs showing
maturity and slowing over the past 10
years, the disparity between the 3%
2008-2018 CAGR registered in the
electronic systems market and the 7%
2008-2018 CAGR displayed by the
semiconductor market is directly due to
the increased content/value of
semiconductors in electronic aystems,
says IC Insights.

While the trend of increasing
semiconductor content has been evident
for the past 30 years, the big jump in the
average semiconductor content in
electronic systems in 2017 and 2018
was prinrarily due to the huge surge in
DRAM and NAND flash ASPs and
average electronic system sales
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growth last year. The memory IC ASP
jump experienced over the past two
years (56% in 2017 and 29% in 2018)
is expected to reverse itself this year
(dour 3 3%) and bring the
semiconductor content percentage
down with it. However, beginning in
2020, the semiconductor content

percentage figure is expected to once
again resume its climb and eventually
reach a new high Of 31.8% in 2023,
says the fim.

The average armual growth for the
semiconductor industry will closely
track that of the electronic systems
market (about 4-5% per year) .

Semiconductor Sales Slid
Further in May

Worldwide sales of semiconductors
fell 14.6% year over year to $33.1
billion in May, a leading trade group
said.

Sales were up 1.9% over the final
April total of $32.5 billion, the
Semiconductor Industry Association
(SIA) amounced.

Monthly sales are compiled by the
World Semiconductor Trade Statistics
(WSTS) organization and represent a
three-month moving average.

"Global semiconductor sales fell

well short of last year's monthly total
in May, marking the fifth Straight
month of negative sales growth on a
year-to-year basis," said John Neuffer,
president and CEO, SIA. "On a month-
to-month basis, global sales increased
modestly and sales into the Americas
increased for the first time in seven
months, although year-to-year sales
into the Americas were down
substantially."

Regionally, sales increased on a
month-to-month basis in China (5.4%),
the Americas (1.4%), and Japan
(0.9%), but decreased in Europe (-
0.4%) and Asia Pacific/All Other (-
1.1%). On a year-to-year basis, sales
were down across all regional markets:
Europe (-9%), China
(-9. 8%), Asia Pacific/AIL Other
(-12.6%), Japan (-13 .6%), and the
Americas (-27.9%).
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Daburn Acquires Precise
Circuits

Dabum Electronics has acquired
Precise Circuits for an undisclosed
sum. Precise Circuits will operate as
a division of Dabum Electronics and
will expand its design and
manufacturing operations in
Carrollton, TX.

"Precise Circuits adds in-house

capabilities to design and
manufacture custom electronic
assemblies," said Ed Flaherty,
president and CEO, Dat)urn. "Precise
Circuits has seen rapid growth in
recent years, specializing in
electronic circuit and wiring harness
design and manufacture."

"With Dabum Electronics' support

behind us, we can leverage the
benefits of a larger organization to
further improve our R&D, product
development and customer service,"
said Feroze Sidhwa, director of sales,
Precise Circuits.

Pegatron Spreading
Wings Beyond Apple

Pegatron is attempting to expand
its product range beyond Apple, the
result of the China trade war and
declining iphone sales. The second-
largest EMS ODM firm, according to
the Cj.rc#;.ts4ssermb/); Directory (and
MMI Top 50 EMS co"pwies "Ivey)
of EMS Companies, is also looking
at new locations outside China.

New products include augmented
reality glasses, a robot, a PC that
withstands drops from about I 80 cm,
and a dual-screen notebook PC with
detachable keyboard, according to
reports. AiR AR glasses weigh 136
grams and can be used in medical
operations and factory work.

Since trade tensions started
escalating in 2018, Pegatron has been
planning to make telecom equipment
such as routers in India and
Indonesia. Recently, the company
said it plans to invest some $488.7
million in new manufacturing
facilities outside of China.

Pegatron is Apple's second-largest
contract manufacturer, behind
Foxconn.

Gou Urges Apple to
Relocate Production to
Taiwan

Foxconn chairman Terry Gou made
a public plea today for Apple to move
production to Taiwan from China,

Foxconn is Apple' s largest contract
assembler and has plants in Shenzhen
and elsewhere in mainland China
devoted to building iphones, iMacs,
AirBooks, and other electronics for
the OEM.

In response to a question of whether
Apple will shift production away from
China, Gou said, "I am urging Apple to
move to Taiwan .... I think it is very
possible," Bloomberg reported.

The US tariffs on Chinese-made
goods are affecting supply chains
around the globe. Apple is Foxconn' s
largest individual customer, with
reports estimating a relationship worth
some $40 billion or more to the ODM.
Foxcorm is also the largest private
employer in China.

Gou's statement comes as the
Foxconn founder contemplates a run for
the presidency of Taiwan. His position
on China could complicate the rocky
relationship between the mainland and
the island, which Beijing considers a
breakaway province.

Nordson Names
Nagarajan President, CE0

Nordson Corp. appointed Sundaram
Nagarajan (Naga) president and CEO,
effective August I.

Nagarajan succeeds Michael F.
Hilton, who previously announced his
plans to retire. Upon Nagarajan' s start
date, Hilton will become senior advisor
to the company and remain on the
board of directors until he retires on
December 3 1 .

Nagarajanjoins Nordson following a
23 -year career with Illinois Tool Works
(ITW). He is currently the executive
vice president, Automotive OEM
Segment, at ITW.



CDM Opens NJ
Cable Assembly
Plant

CDM Electronics opened a
9,000- square-foot
nrmufacturingand
distribution center in
Tumersville, New Jersey.

The site functions as a
manufacturing facility for
cable assemblies, including
RF, military, power cable, and
box builds.

It also supports warehousing
and order fulfillment for more
than 90,000 RF interconnect
products and 365,000 feet of
low-loss and specialty coaxial
cable. The lceation is ISO-
certified and staffed by
technicians certified to
IPC/WIIMArfs20 and J-STD-
001 standards.

"CDM' s new manufacturing

and distribution facility
provides the expanded
throughputandcapacity
needed to meet the growing
demand for our RF
intercormects, specialty
coaxial cable and value-added
cable assemblies," said GM
Dawn Lochner. "We are
extremely proud of our new
location, as it streamlines our
operations while maximizing
our ability to offer the optimal
solutions to the supply chain
needs of our customers."

I

I

I
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Foxconn Expanding
Wisconsin Factory
Product List

Foxconn said it plans to
manufacture other electronics at its
future Wisconsin site, in addition to
the TVs and display panels originally
planned.

Foxconn said it will make servers,
networking products, and automotive
central controls at the new location,
according to reports.

The company's new plans may be
in response to the US-China trade
war, the reports state.

The Wisconsin factory is expected
to open next year.

NOTE Gets Norwegian
Medtech Customer

Laerdal Medical A/S has become
a new customer of NOTE. Both
industrialization services and volume
manufacturingOfelectronicswill
take place at NOTE' s plant in China.

Laerdal Medical provides training,
educational, and therapy products for
life-saving and emergeney medical
care, a press release states. The head
office is located in Stavanger,
Norway. There are approximately
I,400 employees within a larger
network of global companies and
organizations.LaerdalMedical's
stated goal is to save 500,000 lives a
year dy providing better equipment
and training solutions.
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Flex Seizes Huawei Goods
Worth $102M

Flex commandeered Huawei
Technologies goods worth some $ 10 1 . 9
million for over a month after the US
government placed Hunwei on the trade
blacklist, according to reports.

Guo Fulin, president of international
media affairs at Huawei, said the
company recovered about $59. 3 million
worth of goods in June and is
negotiating to get the rest back.

In May, Huawei was added to the
Entity List that prevented it from buying
US goods and services.
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